Being an ETA® International-certified professional gives you a competitive edge in the truly exciting and rewarding mobile communications industry. The US Department of Labor predicts job growth in this industry at 7.5% yearly through 2022 with average annual earnings of $46,260.

MCEIs install and repair the electronics that help coordinate people and materials, important safety and security needs, and provide a quick response in times of emergency. The military, public safety agencies, utilities, transportation industries, manufacturers, and a wide variety of other businesses rely on their mobile communications systems every day.

MCEI certification ensures the installer has acquired the necessary fundamental skills to deliver more safety, compliance, and efficiency through the use of onboard technology. The certification includes basic knowledge concepts of land mobile radio (LMR) and associated electronics equipment installation. The MCEI also incorporates required skills applicable to all of the functions required to safely and completely install mobile communications and associated electronic equipment, including removal and reinstallation. Watch for levels 2 & 3 of the MCEI in development that build on this certification. FIND OUT MORE TODAY!

For a complete list of study materials and competencies, visit the ETA website: www.eta-i.org
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